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Scan with your mobile device to view the Kwik-Till video.

Call 1300 GO EAGLE  (1300 46 32 45) 

or 0427 056 240 for all enquiries.
Or email peter@eaglei.com.au
 

www.eaglei.com.au

MODEL WIDTH WEIGHT
HSD2000 20 ft. 8,400 lbs.
HSD2600 26 ft. 17.665 lbs.
HSD3050 30 ft. 22,825 lbs.
HSD3425 34 ft. 24,000 lbs.
HSD4125 40 ft. 31,500 lbs.

*Horsepower Requirement*
10-15hp per foot, depending on soil type.
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Cage Roller – Standard
Cage Roller works best in Dry, Non-sticky soil 
conditions. Cage ensures disintegration of 
any clumps, provides an even seedbed and 
moderate compaction.

Rubber Roller – Optional
Rubber Roller are an excellent all around 
roller suitable for any type of soil conditions 
and offer very good consolidation.

Spring Packer – Optional
Spring Packer works well in heavier dense 
soil.  Spring packer creates level seedbed with 
moderate consolidation.

20” Plain Flat Center Disc Blade

control over soil tillage.  The disc option does an excellent job 
tilling and inverting soil.  Action of this disc varies depending 
on speed.

20” Notched Flat Center Disc Blade
aggressive cutting edge that is well-suited for soil penetration 
(especially when the concavity of the disc is shallow). These 
discs are also a good choice for residue management.

Relubrication-free, integrated solution increases farm productivity. Suitable for virtually 

fast, easy mounting.
 

Section Width: 24 inches
Overall Diameter: 46.1 inches
Rolling Circumference: 141 inches
Static Load Radius: 21 inches
Load Capacity @ 30mph 12,300 lbs
Tire Size: 600/50R22.5 IMP

 tires
Unsurpassed Flotation - Large contact 
area - excellent weight distribution for 
reduced ground-bearing pressure & less 
soil compaction.

Kwik-Till incorporates the Rubber Torsion 
Suspension system.  Four natural rubber 
elements provide a pretension, allowing the 
discs to follow the contour of the land, skate 
over obstructions and spring back to operating 
position. Each shank is independent allowing 

road transport & Narrow transport width.
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